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Political Technical Communication and Ideographic
Communication Design in a Pre-digital Congressional Campaign

Ryan Cheek
Utah State University
ryancheek@aggiemail.usu.edu

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

CCS Concepts

Combining a cultural studies lens (Longo, 1998) with rhetorical
inquiry, I analyze the ideographs (McGee, 1980) contained in
Bobbie Coray’s printed campaign materials from her failed 1994 run
against the seven-term incumbent from Utah’s First Congressional
District (UT-01) Representative Jim Hansen. A reader may
reasonably wonder why study an old, failed, congressional
campaign? Coray was a rare female Democratic politician in a deep
red state, where patriarchal cultural attitudes about women were
prevalent at the time, and remain so to this day. A case in point, the
seat that Coray ran for has been held only by cis-gendered males
—a point that adds salience to the archival recovery of the Coray
for Congress campaign. Beyond gender, Coray’s campaign is ideal
for its ubiquitous blandness and although ultimately unsuccessful,
Coray was a better fundraiser and captured more of the vote than
most of her UT-01 Democratic nomination successors to date.
Running in a year where the electoral outcome is often described
as a “Republican Revolution,” Coray planted herself firmly in the
ideological center. A product of Clintonian third way politics, her
core <jobs>, <communities>, <families> messaging strategy was
shared by many other mid-90’s centrists across the country.

Building on the work of technical communication scholars
concerned with social justice and electoral politics, this article
examines the Coray for Congress (1994) campaign as a case study
to argue in support of a more formal disciplinary commitment to
political technical communication (PxTC). Specifically, I closely
analyze the ideographic communication design of pre-digital
PxTC artifacts from the campaign archive. The type of pre-digital
political communication design products analyzed in this article
are ubiquitous even today. The implications of four dominant
ideographs are analyzed in this case study: <jobs>, <communities>,
<families>, and <
>. Key takeaways for PxTC practitioners,
educators, and scholars are discussed.
CCS → Social and professional topics

Keywords

Ideographic analysis, Political
electioneering technology

technical

Communication,
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Language, access, and power converge in an electoral system
that disenfranchises voters through technical communication
and technology designed to promote apathy and truncate civic
participation. In this case study of one politician’s campaign
materials, I argue that political communication designs should be
critically examined for the ideologies they rely on for message
coherence. I have three goals in this article: first, to explore political
technical communication as a sphere of inquiry for communication
design scholars; second, to demonstrate the ideographic power of
communication design in order to encourage practitioners to be
cognizant of the ideologies they design for; and third, make a case
for studying the genre of electioneering technology.

Coray’s campaign also illustrates that the use of technology in
politics has a genesis that extends beyond the digital era. Printed
campaign materials such as yard signs, brochures, and mailers
are still commonly used political communication tools that

supplement more modern digital campaign tools. As a case study
of communication design in pre-digital political campaigning,
this work attempts to lay a foundation for a sub-disciplinary line
of inquiry: political technical communication (PxTC). I humbly
offer PxTC as a way to recognize and amplify an existing trend
of technical communication scholarship concerned with electoral
politics (e.g. Dorpenyo & Agboka, 2018; Whitney, 2013). In
addition to delineating PxTC from Professional & Technical
Communication (PTC), the “x” signifies the multiplicity of
political engagements made possible by the cross-pollination
of politics and technical communication. I hope that by naming
PxTC, I may invite more inquiry and conversation from technical
communicators and communication designers about our field’s
relationship to electoral politics, the outcomes of which have the
potential to both exacerbate and ameliorate political, economic,
and social harm.
In this paper, I argue that two primary genres of technology
should concern sub-disciplinary work in PxTC: election-related
and electioneering-related communication technologies. Where
election technologies may be described as any sufficiently technical
artifact related to the administration of elections, electioneering
technologies may be described as any sufficiently technical artifact
related to advocating for a partisan electoral outcome. Building
on the work of technical communication scholars concerned with
election technology related to the maintenance of elections like ballot
design (Jones & Williams, 2018), GIS software that enables racial
gerrymandering (Sánchez, 2018), and biometric voter identification
(Dorpenyo, 2019), I propose extending technical communication
scholarship and practice into electioneering technology related
to political campaigns with the goal of expanding PxTC inquiry.
Dorpenyo & Agboka (2018) broadly define election technologies
to include “paper ballots, voter registration, voter education
materials, internet technologies, scanners, ballot printing materials,
user manuals and other technical documents used during elections”
(p. 349). I define the contrasting term electioneering technologies
just as broadly to include campaign mailers, yard signs, donation
solicitation emails, candidate websites and social media operations,
voter file databases, field operations software, campaign finance
disclosures, peer-to-peer campaign texting, IP targeted advertising,
campaign plans, paths to victory outlines and any other technical
documents used by political campaigns.
Through this case study, I demonstrate how ideographic
communication design combines textual and visual elements that
rely on and extend pre-existing dominant ideological beliefs.
McGee writes that ideographs are “the political language which
manifests ideology” (p. 5) and he argues that an analysis of these
building blocks can reveal power structures at work in persuasive
appeals. Ideographs have traditionally been understood as textual,
but some scholars have recognized that powerful visual imagery and
communication design techniques can also function ideographically
(Edwards & Winkler, 1997). I argue that underlying Coray’s rather
plain “Jobs, Communities, and Families” messaging strategy are
powerful raced and gendered ideologies. To be clear, the analysis
found here should not be read as an indictment of Bobbie Coray,
who this author admires for her pioneering achievements as a
successful woman in a patriarchal state. Rather, I aim to show how
even the most banal political communication designs can be driven
by and may extend dominant cultural ideologies.
In the next section, I review critical concepts borrowed from
technical communication, science and technology studies,
5

political science, and rhetoric to make the case for naming and
recognizing PxTC as an emerging area of technical communication
expertise. I then briefly describe the specific artifacts and rhetorical
methods used in this study. Finally, I engage in an analysis of the
ideographic communication design of recovered PxTC artifacts.
Analysis includes the historical context, contestation of meaning,
and ideological alignment of each ideograph found in the Coray
for Congress campaign materials: <jobs>, <communities>,
>. I conclude with key takeaways for
<families>, and <
technical communication practitioners, educators, and scholars.

GENRES OF TECHNOLOGY IN POLITICAL
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Technical communication scholarship and practice derives from
the need for communicators to mediate between the technical and
lay domains. This mediation is not neutral. The cultural studies
turn in technical communication was necessary because “Good
technical writing is [often] so clear that it is invisible” (Longo,
1998, p. 54). This invisibility has the effect of concealing that
technical writing is a product of cultural attitudes, norms, and
ideologies. Cultural studies have made broad contributions to the
field by highlighting the complicity of technical communication
practitioners and academics in reproducing problematic iterations
of the culture they are embedded within (Scott et al., 2006; Longo,
1998). Longo writes that “One point of studying technical writing
as a cultural practice is to make visible what seems invisible in
technical writing, to view what seems inevitable as a product of
culture” (p. 65). The incorporation of cultural studies in technical
communication has been an invaluable precursor to the social
justice turn in the discipline (Agboka, 2014; Jones, 2016; Walton
et al., 2019) by making practitioners, educators, and scholars alike
more accountable and aware of the role that supposedly neutral
and a-political writing technologies play in sustaining structures
of oppression.
Raced and gendered structures are sustained, in part, by the
treatment of cultural artifacts as neutral. Such is the case in
electioneering, where a lot of rhetorical labor goes into crafting
vacuous and almost neutral messages intended to persuade broad
segments of the electorate without necessarily committing a
candidate to specific proposals (e.g. hope, change, x deserves
better, building bridges, etc.). These enthymematic messages
rely on dominant, and often oppressive, cultural understandings,
interpretations, and ideologies to provide the illusion of common
ground where it may or may not actually exist. If they are known
for anything, technical communicators are known for their efficient
and effective distillation of expertise through strategic and tactical
communication skills—but in doing this work, as Katz (1992)
famously demonstrates with the Just memo, it is all too easy to forgo
critical awareness for expediency in technical communication.
Technical communicators and communication designers
are already doing political work. Any design, distillation, or
distribution of multimodal political messages is an act of technical
communication, which is why the tech-comm toolbox is being
increasingly brought to bear on electoral politics in ways that,
if nurtured, may open new avenues for our students and new
opportunities for social justice minded scholars and practitioners to
positively impact electoral outcomes. A recent example of sustained
PxTC scholarly inquiry may be found in a guest edited special
issue of Technical Communication focused on election technology.
In the editorial introduction for the issue, Dorpenyo and Agboka
Communication Design Quarterly, 8.4 2020

(2018) make a compelling case that technical communicators
ought to leverage their expertise in mediating technology and
society to better understand the role that election technology plays
in shaping democracy. They argue that technical communicators
have a responsibility to engage in electoral politics because “It is
necessary to expose students to ways in which they can initiate
local action to effect changes in their communities” (Dorpenyo &
Agboka, 2018, p. 350). I agree and offer a PxTC case study as way
to extend and amplify this work.
Previous scholarship linking technical communication to politics is
groundbreaking because it opens the door for further examination
of the role that the discipline plays in democratic processes. I agree
with Dorpenyo and Agboka (2018) that “If technologies raise
concerns about integrity, social justice, usability, and human rights,
technical communicators can play a mediating role in how people
interface with technologies and/or how they can effectively use
their technologies to accomplish their civic, political, or democratic
goals” (p. 350). Jones and Williams (2018) add that “Our challenge
as technical communicators is to know how to respond if asked to
write, design, or distribute information used to facilitate oppression
and discrimination” (p. 384). I agree and would add that specific
communication design choices made by political campaigns
intentionally and unintentionally align messaging with problematic
ideologies held by the electorate.
As mentioned above, it is important to distinguish between two
primary genres of technology emerging in the study of PxTC:
election and electioneering related. Dorpenyo and Agboka (2018)
take a broad view of election technologies writing that they “are
not merely suggesting [only] the physical equipment with or
on which votes are cast” (p. 349). Rather, election technology
encompasses many different pieces of hardware and software used
in the administration of elections. A relatively early example of
PxTC scholarship concerned with election technology is Whitney’s
(2013) exploration of xenophobic tropes about immigrants found
in a voter education guide. What makes the voter education guide
election-related vs electioneering-related? First, it facilitates the
administration of an election; and second, it is framed as a nonpartisan communication. Far from perfect, these two elements
offer a litmus test to understand the difference between these PxTC
genres of technology. Absentee ballot design, voter instructions
from county clerks, voter identification methods are but a few
more examples of election-related technologies. In contrast
campaign logos, websites, and mailings are electioneering-related
technologies because they perform partisan advocacy rather than
aid the non-partisan administration of elections.
Design is political—it is the planning and implementation of
technologies to mediate the social environment (Boehnert, 2018).
Importantly, this definition implies that design and politics are
technological. Power is the common denominator. In the minutia
of technological design and implementation, power is at work.
The success of modern political campaigns often turns on the
skilled application of technology to frame elections, fundraise,
and get out the vote. The rhetorical and technological training of
technical communicators makes them well prepared to interrogate
ideologically infused political technologies. Notably, this
articulation of technology extends beyond digital technologies
that often compose the boundaries of what is popularly considered
technological—a point this article attempts to drive home by
emphasizing pre-digital PxTC artifacts. Heidegger (1977)
argued that technology is “no mere means. Technology is a way
Communication Design Quarterly, 8.4 2020

of revealing” (p. 12) and a human activity that enframes human
activity. Following his concern with the essence of technology more
than specific devices, the inquiry laid out here is driven by a desire
to understand the essence of technology-intensive campaigning
(Kreiss, 2016). Modern campaigns leverage significant advances in
technology to both activate and suppress voting to achieve electoral
success. However, technology-intensive campaigning is not a new
phenomenon, just an understudied one.
Pre-digital era campaigns also relied on centralized party data
and printed technologies in order to achieve the same ends. I am
particularly concerned with how advances in “Communication
technologies […] embody and enforce new social relations”
(Haraway, 1991, p. 164). There is little doubt that computers, the
internet, and social media have profoundly altered democratic
engagement, but part of the purpose of this paper is to remind
readers that so too did the printing press. Electoral politics relies
on technological enframing (Heidegger, 1977) in order for voters
to make sense of candidates and issues. Even in the pre-digital
era, candidates came to be known less through direct contact and
more through mediated impression. Pre-digital PxTC artifacts like
business cards, yard signs, and bumper stickers are technological
because they leverage communication design to enframe elections
by aligning candidates with dominant raced and gendered
ideologies.
Kreiss (2016) writes that as technology-intensive campaigning has
progressed “this has meant that infrastructure building and system
design, long familiar to science and technology studies scholars,
are now essential to contemporary political communication” (p.
208). However, I argue that politics and technology have always
been co-constitutive as the techné of persuasive messaging
enframes electoral choices. Successful politicians are the ones that
are effective at deploying discrete tactics of influence that align
with strategic understandings of their electorates. Politics has not
become more technology-intensive—it has always already been
technological.
Haraway (1991) argues that “Writing, power, and technology are
old partners in Western stories of the origin of civilization” (p. 153)
and what is politics except the negotiation of power in civilization?
The PxTC critic, with their rhetorical training and facility with
writing technologies, is well suited to do the intellectual labor
of revealing that which electioneering technology often renders
opaque: the ideologies that drive the crafting and consumption of
political campaign communications. The present case study is an
attempt to demonstrate such an effort through archival recovery
of electioneering technology artifacts from a pre-digital campaign
and subsequent rhetorical analysis of ideographs embedded in the
communication design of each artifact. In the next section, the
recovered artifacts and rhetorical methods are briefly described
before moving onto an analysis of each ideograph in turn.

ARCHIVAL RECOVERY OF IDEOGRAPHIC
COMMUNICATION DESIGNS

Taking inspiration from Jones and Williams’s (2018) use of
archival research on literacy tests and voter registration forms as
examples of the disenfranchising potential of election technology,
I set out spelunking in local archives to explore the relationship
between electioneering technology and disenfranchisement. As
this case study demonstrates, problematic ideologies often hide in
seemingly innocuous, even if enthymematic, political messaging.
6

Jobs for whom? What communities? Whose family? Vagueness
is an effective rhetorical tactic that leaves room for politicians to
triangulate and reinvent themselves while still benefiting from
message coherence and the ideological adherence of their base.
Rhetorical scholar Michael McGee (1980) articulates the concept
of the “ideograph” to understand how rhetoric contributes to the
maintenance of political ideology. Ideology is “transcendent, as
much an influence on the belief and behavior of the ruler as on the
ruled” (McGee, 1980, p. 5). In other words, ideology is a form of
social control that impacts both the oppressor and the oppressed in
a constitutive fashion that constructs the hierarchical relationship
between both entities in the background through prior persuasion.
By combining a Marxist understanding of ideology with a Burkean
understanding of God terms and motivations, McGee (1980) offers
up the rhetorical device of “ideographs” as “one-term sums of an
orientation” that no one is “permitted to question” yet function
“clearly and evidently as agents of political consciousness” (p. 7).
Ideographs are building blocks that both rely on and help to sustain
prior ideological commitments of the audience and speaker—they
are also ideal political technical communication artifacts because
they attempt to distill complex political ideas into easy-to-consume
combinations of text and graphic design. Ideographs may be
understood as a sub-type of expediency-based communication
ethics roundly criticized by Stephen Katz (1992).
I agree with McGee that ideographs control the ruler as well as the
ruled. In this context, that means the intention of Bobbie Coray
and her staff are not as relevant to their use as they are evidence
of the ideological underpinnings of both her campaign and the
constituency she is attempting to persuade. Ideographic analysis
reminds us that authors are themselves products of ideology and
their participation in ideological reproduction is only, at most, a
partially conscious endeavor. However, I disagree with McGee’s
characterization of ideographs as solely verbal and will argue that
visual elements—like photographs, color choice, and layout—can
also function ideographically. Edwards and Winkler (1997) extend
McGee’s concept of ideographs to analyze the visual imagery
of editorial cartoonist appropriations of the iconic depiction of
soldiers raising the American flag over Iwo Jima during World War
II. They write that “the parodied Iwo Jima image transcends its
historical referents, gains meaning from its subsequent symbolic
associations, and helps create and reaffirm the identity of the body
politic through its ideographic functions” (302). The original image
is iconic because it is broadly recognizable as a celebration of
American dominance and perseverance. But it becomes ideographic
through parodic deployment that relies on the image’s recognizable
qualities to invoke ideological paradigms such as patriotism and
militarism.
Edwards and Winkler (1997) make a compelling case that imagery
can contribute ideographically to the maintenance and extension of
problematic ideologies as well. I agree with them that ideographs
are a useful analytical tool for some images. The authors write
that “If either the elite or the non-elite are influenced by the image
exclusively, or the purposes of the image are clearly defined and
unequivocal, or the image lacks the elasticity to accommodate
meanings beyond its contextual specifics, the image fails to meet
the requirements of the ideograph” (305). Printed PxTC artifacts
use design, layout, and color to supplement text and align a
candidate with dominant cultural ideologies. Constituents are not
influenced by the image exclusively, but by the combination of
communication design techniques and sloganeering that promote
7

ideological adherence to a specific campaign. Meaning may be
contextually determined but not exclusively and certainly not in an
uncontested fashion. A candidate’s yard sign, for example, contains
an elasticity to it that reveals some-thing about a candidate, but not
every-thing about the candidate. Short phrases are substituted for
substantive and lengthy campaign platforms while color usage may
invoke party or community affiliation.
Barbara L’Eplattenier (2009) argues that archival research should
include a detailed account of the methods used to locate and
contextualize the often-unsystematic work of archival recovery.
She writes that “a methods section in a history helps us create a selfaware, self-reflective, self-representational description of not only
how information was found, but also the time and care used to put
that information together” (p. 75). To this end, I briefly describe the
archive that drives my analysis. Bobbie Coray’s archive is housed in
the Special Collections and Archives Division in the Merrill-Cazier
Library at Utah State University (MSS 422). It is a relatively small
collection at just 19 boxes, or 8.5 linear feet, but what it lacks in size
it makes up for in focus. Most of the collection is centralized around
Coray’s 1994 campaign to unseat Republican James V. Hansen from
UT-01. Approximately ten total hours were spent sifting through
the archive to understand the context of Coray’s campaign and how
she presented her candidacy through electioneering technology.
Ultimately, I settled on including relatively few artifacts in the
present analysis to maintain a manageable scope. Two selection
criteria were necessary for inclusion of each PxTC artifact
discussed in this text: first, the artifact had to exemplify a genre
of pre-digital campaign communication design (e.g., business card,
brochure, yard sign, etc.); and second, the artifact had to maintain
fidelity with the overall ethos of the Coray for Congress campaign
(i.e., it had to be typical of other artifacts found in the archive but
not included here for direct analysis).
Specifically, I analyze contents from boxes one, two, and four of
the Bobbie Coray Papers which contain printed campaign materials
and internal campaign communications that give context to the
development of the materials. Written archivist permission was
requested and granted for the reproduction of the images included
in this manuscript. These images are cited and represented as
figures where relevant, but it is important to acknowledge that
what is included in this text is not exhaustive of the artifacts I
examined, and which assuredly influenced my understanding of
ideologies embedded in Coray’s campaign communications. To my
knowledge, I am the first researcher to examine any portion of the
Bobbie Coray Papers with the intention of publication.
Undoubtedly, there is more archival work to be done recovering
Coray’s multiple campaigns and political experiences. However,
because the purpose of this manuscript is to make a case for
the potential of PxTC, the scope of archival inquiry is limited
to admittedly convenient and non-exclusive examples. In the
following sections, I analyze and discuss four dominant ideographs
from the Coray for Congress campaign: <jobs>, <communities>,
>. Importantly, these ideographs are not
<families>, and <
exclusive to Coray’s campaign—in fact, the power of ideographs
lies in part in their ubiquity. Driving this point home, it should not
be difficult for a reader to find examples of these ideographs in
much more recent and modern campaigns, which also means the
insight offered in this case study should continue to be salient for
some time to come.
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<JOBS>, <COMMUNITIES>, <FAMILIES>,
<
>

Bobbie Coray’s campaign slogan contains three broad ideographs
that function separately and collectively: <jobs>, <communities>,
and <families> (Figure 1). These words alone are vacuous and
enthymematic—that is, they don’t articulate a reasoned argument.
Instead, they rely on the audience to associate each word with their
own interpretation. This does not mean that the interpretations
are random, in fact, what makes this practice politically useful
is that each word is designed to invoke a larger sign system that
taken as a whole constructs an ideology, or worldview, intended
to stake common ground and goodwill between politicians and
their constituents. Who could be against jobs, communities, and
families? The ideograph draws in potential voters and is supported
by subsequent textual and visual ideographs in a variety of
materials.

Figure 1: Coray for Congress Bumper Sticker, “Jobs Communities Families.” Bobbie Coray Papers (USU_COLL MSS 422
Box 4, Folder 2). Utah State University Merrill-Cazier Library
Special Collections & Archives.
McGee (1980) wrote that “Human beings are ‘conditioned,’ not
directly to belief and behavior, but to a vocabulary of concepts
that function as guides, warrants, reasons, or excuses for behavior
or belief” (p. 6). The task of the critic conducting ideographic
analysis then is to provide historical context to understand how
particular ideographs function to invoke various ideologies
through a contestation of language. A word by itself cannot
do the work of ideology, but it can help to buttress ideological
beliefs, condone ideological behavior, and encourage ideological
adherence to a certain type of politics or to a political candidate.
In contesting McGee’s insistence that ideographs must be verbal,
Edwards and Winkler (1997) argue that an image can transform
into representative form when it “transcends the specifics of its
immediate visual references and, through a cumulative process of
visual and symbolic meaning, rhetorically identifies and delineates
the ideals of the body politic” (p. 295). Images become ideographic
when the cumulative process of meaning-making infuses
recognizable societal ideals that convey and connect to identifiable
ideologies.
Through this case study, I aim to illuminate how these ideographs
are connected to problematic raced and gendered ideologies
designed to connect with an electorate all too comfortable with
structural oppression and the disempowerment of non-dominant
communities. In this section, I will closely read various printed
campaign materials in order to articulate the ideologies promoted
by the 1994 Coray for Congress campaign. First, <jobs> is
ambiguously linked to 90’s era contestation over the transition from
liberal to neoliberal ideology. Second, <communities> is linked to
contestations over safety, the role of policing, and the ideology of
law and order in a society panicked by abstract wars on poverty,
Communication Design Quarterly, 8.4 2020

crime, and drugs. Third, <families> is linked to an ideology of
heteropatriarchy shaken in the aftermath of the sexual revolution,
feminist activism, and calls for LGBTQ equality. Finally, I will
demonstrate how each of these ideologies are tied together through
the use of color and design linked to an overarching ideology of
nationalism.

<Jobs>: Designing for Neoliberalism

Campaigning in the mid-90’s meant doing so in a climate of
both economic growth and fear of unemployment as neoliberal
ideology started to overtake liberal institutions through trade deals,
outsourcing, and the corporatization of politics (Kotz, 2003). The
term “neoliberalism” is often misunderstood and its use is contested
in academic literature (Boas & Gans-Morse, 2009), which means
clarification is necessary to proceed with a common understanding.
In this paper, liberalism can be understood as a socio-politicaleconomic philosophy that subordinates the free market system
to institutionalized democratic governance. In the United States,
that has meant reigning in the excesses of corporations through the
statutory authority of Congress and the administrative rule-making
of the executive branch. Neoliberalism, on the other hand, is the
opposite—a socio-political-economic philosophy that subordinates
the institutions of government to market forces. Neoliberal
politicians espouse the benefits of globalization while denigrating
and working to undermine regulatory constraints imposed on the
market.
At the heart of the neoliberalism debate in the nineties was
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that had
passed in Congress in late 1993, shortly before Coray started her
campaign. NAFTA significantly reduced trade barriers between
Canada, Mexico, and the United States, which in turn allowed
corporations to move manufacturing operations to areas where
labor was cheaper and labor laws were less stringent. There was
strong opposition to NAFTA rooted both in ethno-nationalist
pride and the fear of losing jobs to foreign workers. Although it is
difficult to know if Coray’s opposition to NAFTA was a primary
motivator for her run, her archive contains a response letter from
Congressman Jim Hansen noting Coray’s concerns over the trade
deal (USU_COLL MSS 422, Box 1, Folder 1). In addition to
NAFTA, Utah’s first district was still reeling from the effects of the
Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990, which according to a
brochure mailer planning document in Coray’s archive cost about
7,000 jobs between lost defense contracts and force reductions at
Hill Air Force Base and the Toole Army Depot (USU_COLL, MSS
422, Box 4, Folder 4). By focusing on “Jobs” as a core part of
her platform, Coray played on the economic anxiety of Utahn’s to
leverage her identity as a job creator versus Hansen’s record as a
job loser.
The ideograph of <jobs> invokes the elasticity of the term and
the contestation between liberal and neoliberal interpretations
over where jobs come from, who they benefit, and what role the
government should have in their creation. In Figure 2, <jobs> is
used in two ways: first, as a brag about the role Coray played in
job creation; and second, as a reference to the work of being a
Congressional Representative in Washington. Notably, the imagery
paired with the statement contains supporters sporting her red,
white, and blue colors along with an American flag—linking the
<job> ideograph to patriotic fervor. Identifying job creation with
political work and American national identity is an invocation of
liberal ideology that connects economic prosperity with patriotism.
The message here is that the first job of an American politician
8

is to put American jobs first and to protect Americans from
corporate outsourcing to less developed countries with weaker
labor sectors—a sentiment that resonated with the conflicted public
discourse surrounding NAFTA at the time (Johnson, 1994). In
contrast, a neoliberal interpretation of the <jobs> ideograph would
highlight the inevitability of globalized markets and make the case
that increases in employment and prosperity are the result of nonprotectionist policies that open borders to corporate movement.

<Communities>: Law and Order Politics

American politicians’ use of militarized discourse to abstract
and frame opposition to social harms (i.e., war on drugs, war on
poverty, and war on crime) is a well-known phenomenon. Decades
after their genesis, we are still coming to terms with the carceral
logic and perverse effects this rhetoric has had on American civic
life generally and minority communities more specifically (Hinton,
2016). A legacy of the Reagan-Bush era, the war on crime amped
up during the early Clinton years in congressional debate over
crime policy. An ideological narrowing occurred where left and
right politicians adopted “get tough” rhetoric paired with “images
of dangerous criminals [who were] cast in racial and class terms,
with inner-city gangs and drugs rounding out that image” (Poveda,
1994, p. 79). Communities were characterized as under-siege

policing and stricter crime policies to abate perceived escalations
of youth violence. Figure 3 links community building to “tough
on crime” proposals like sentence enhancements, trying youths
as adults, and reducing procedural delays in death penalty cases.
Figure 4 links concerns over unemployment and degradations
in communal quality of life to “the shocking emergence of new
youth crime and gun violence” (USU_COLL MSS 422, Box 4,
Folder 2). In other words, she is suggesting that harsh sentences
for violent criminal youth, including even the death penalty, will
benefit community development. There is little daylight between
her stance on crime policy and those of her opponent Jim Hansen
even though he, presumably in a partisan move, ultimately voted
against the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of
1994. Coray used Hansen’s nay vote against him by leaning in even

Figure 3: Upper-middle frame of Coray for Congress brochure
mailer, “Building Communities.” Bobbie Coray Papers (USU_
COLL MSS 422, Box 4, Folder 4). Utah State University
Merrill-Cazier Library Special Collections & Archives.

Figure 2: Upper-right frame of Coray for Congress brochure
mailer, “Jobs.” Bobbie Coray Papers (USU_COLL MSS 422,
Box 4, Folder 4). Utah State University Merrill-Cazier Library
Special Collections & Archives.
(despite falling crime rates) and non-carceral options like offender
rehabilitation, drug legalization, and social welfare policies were
discarded while mandatory sentencing minimums, expansion of
death penalty offenses, and three strikes policies took prominence.
Purging communities (and more specifically communities of color)
of supposedly dangerous and pervasive criminality stemmed from
a “law and order” ideology shared by members from both major
parties and exemplified in the ideograph of <communities> found
the Coray for Congress campaign.
Coray embraced Clintonian rhetoric about the need for increased
9

more on a law and order ideology, quoted in the Deseret News piece
saying that “Jim Hansen talks tough on crime in Utah and votes soft
on crime in Washington” (Coray, 1994, as quoted in Bernick Jr.,
1994, para. 12). Many Republicans at the time voted against the bill
likely to deny Clinton a win, but also substantively because they
opposed some of the social programs and the assault weapons ban
built into the bill. However, ideological commitment to a “tough
on crime” and “law and order” society remained popular among
Republican and Democratic constituencies, which is why Coray’s
linkage between the ideograph of <communities> and the ideology
of “law and order” politically potent.
The visual rhetoric in Figure 3 aligns well with the truncated
platform articulated in the brochure. Coray is seen wearing a
campaign t-shirt (with red, white, and blue coloring) in front of
a group of mostly white male presenting cops (I cannot presume
actual ethnicity or gender, but there is a striking lack of diversity
represented in the photo). Many questions cannot be answered by
this photo alone such as: was she endorsed by a police force or
union? Do these particular officers support her campaign? What is
the context for the photo? However, none of these questions matter
to her primary audience for the brochure because the ideograph of
<communities> is being visually linked to policing. The image is
not meant to persuade an audience of the need for tougher policing,
Communication Design Quarterly, 8.4 2020

is necessary to guarantee the safety of their community, then the
image is enthymematically persuasive—that is, it demonstrates a
friendly association between Bobbie Coray and a (albeit random)
group of police officers. Audience members can fill in the rest of
the argument: if these cops take a smiling picture of themselves
with Coray in a campaign t-shirt, then they must like her positions
on crime policy. Cops are crime fighters, ergo Coray will be tough
on crime.

<Families>: The Technical Communication of
Heteropatriarchy

Analyzing the ideograph of <family values> in Clinton-era rhetoric,
Dana Cloud (1998) argues that “the slogan’s ultimate motive is the
privatization of social experience and responsibility” and that such
“discourse conceals the reality of widespread economic inequality
and structural racism in favor of personalistic explanations of
hardship and failure” (p. 411). The ideology of the family extends
beyond political affiliation into a larger structure of heteropatriarchy.
The nuclear family (i.e., a heteronormative monogamous couple
with children) has a privileged role in American society because
it has helped to maintain the social, economic, and political
dominance of white men. As general consciousness of oppression
has increased, the role of the nuclear family in maintaining white
cis-male dominance has become clearer. Politics in the 1980’s
and 1990’s must be understood in the aftermath of the sexual
revolution, stonewall riots, civil rights activism, and anti-war
protests that marked the general societal unrest of the 1960’s and
1970’s. Backlash to liberatory social movements sought to refocus
public sentiment away from structural analysis of oppression and
onto personalized causes of disobedience and mistrust of authority.
Degeneration of the nuclear family became a favorite scapegoat of
politicians across the political spectrum.
The appeal to the nuclear family is especially powerful in UT-01,
where members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints
(LDS) have always represented an electoral majority. In an article
notably published the same year as Coray’s election, Mormon
feminist scholar Erin Silva (1994) argues that the ecclesiastical
structures of LDS culture are built “to conform with deeper cultural
blueprints of patriarchy” (p. 149). Historically, LDS church and
members stances on polygamy could be read in opposition to
the nuclear family (although not in opposition to patriarchy).
However, as Utah sought statehood, LDS institutions worked
to distance their culture from polygamist practice by positing
the faith as a bulwark for the white nuclear family. This helps to
explain the church’s strong stances against marriage equality, trans
rights, and ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment. Coray’s
own membership in the LDS church likely helped her campaign
resonate with more constituents in UT-01 even if the dominance
of patriarchal culture ultimately doomed her chances of electoral
success in the district. The following PxTC artifacts demonstrate
the campaigns awareness of and attempt to leverage dominant
cultural preferences for the nuclear family.
Figure 4: Coray for Congress flyer, “It’s time for REAL
change.” Bobbie Coray Papers (USU_COLL MSS 422, Box
4, Folder 2). Utah State University Merrill-Cazier Library
Special Collections & Archives.
it is meant to convey a shared “law and order” ideology between the
candidate and her constituents. If a potential voter already believes
that stricter crime policies and increased resources for policing
Communication Design Quarterly, 8.4 2020

Bobbie Coray’s use of the ideograph <families> alone doesn’t
make the fear-mongering case about the degeneration of family
values, instead it does rely on the heteronormative ideal of the
nuclear family. Figure 5 is an excerpt of the layout instructions for
the Coray for Congress brochure mailer and Figure 6 is a mockup
of the layout. The photo descriptions combined with the suggested
text reveal the ideological underpinnings of Coray’s understanding
of family. She employs the rhetoric of reproductive futurism
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Figure 5: Brochure layout instructions: Panel 5. Bobbie Coray
Papers (USU_COLL MSS 422, Box 4, Folder 4). Utah State
University Merrill-Cazier Library Special Collections &
Archives.
(Edelman, 2004) to argue that “our children are our future” and
pairs it with a photo of “Bobbie with a small child” (Figure 5).
The message is that those without children (for a myriad of reasons
including sterility, non-heteronormative relationship excluded
from adoption services, or personal choice) have no stake in the
future—they are excluded from it. Leaving little doubt about the
implications of her messaging choices, the layout instructions also
argue that “Our society is built on families and government should
encourage and nurture them” with a paired image instruction of
“Photo of Bobbie at wedding” (Figure 5). To be clear, the wedding
photo that was used in the final brochure was from her daughter’s
(heteronormative) wedding.
In Coray’s depictions, American society is not built on just any
family—it is the product of white heterosexual coupling that
constitutes the ideal American nuclear family. Figure 6 follows
up with a title for panel 5 that links a “Building a Healthier and
Safer Utah” to these problematic conceptions of the nuclear family
without a substantive warrant for why that would be the case. Coray
does not need a warrant though because the ideograph of <families>
is contextualized by the ideological adherence to heteropatriarchy
in American society that privileges a very narrow ideal of family
as the foundation of a healthy and safe community. Coray does not
need to explicitly scapegoat in order for her audience to understand
the implication of her argument. Non-normative family structures
are to blame for social and civil unrest—their existence makes Utah
less healthy and less safe. The policy side of her argument is also
made clear in Figure 5 that the government’s role should not be
to prop up dysfunctional families through the welfare system, it
should be to nurture the growth of nuclear families. Constituents
who feel threatened and left behind by social change would have an
easy time adhering to Coray’s heteronormative messaging and use
of the <families> ideograph because of a pre-existing ideological
commitment to heteropatriarchy.

<
>: Ideographic Qualities of Color
Choices

Collectively the ideographs of <jobs>, <communities>, and
<families> are tied together through the communication design of
Coray’s printed campaign materials. Color, in particular, aids in this
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Figure 6: Brochure layout mock-up: Panel 5. Bobbie Coray
Papers (USU_COLL MSS 422, Box 4, Folder 4). Utah State
University Merrill-Cazier Library Special Collections &
Archives.
association through the visual ideograph of <
> that invokes
an ideology of patriotism. It is important to note that the Coray
for Congress campaign is not unique in this invocation. Many
politicians use red, white, and blue coloring in their campaigns to
connect their bid for office to a broader sense of nationalism shared
by the electorate. The elasticity of color in communication design
means it can be abstracted yet still tied to its original meaning. In
this case, that is the use of American flag colors, even without the
flag itself, to mark the patriotism of a political candidate. Color
represents American national identity. Edwards and Winkler (1997)
argue that when images “become a discourse fragment that multiple
publics appropriate for diverse purposes” (p. 297) then that image
transgresses descriptive form and becomes ideographic. So too, I
argue, does the use of discrete communication design techniques
such as the coloring of printed campaign materials. Figure 7 is a
business card that contains little more than a simple logo design,
reiterated name of the candidate, and contact information. Notably
absent is any verbal messaging, but that does not mean that the card
does not pertain to the larger ecosystem of materials distributed for
the purpose of electing Bobbie Coray to Congress.
Although there are some exceptions to the red, white, and blue
coloring pattern (such as the prominent use of yellow on a yard
sign) contained in Coray’s archive, they appear to be atypical.
The examples contained in this text are more representative of the
predominant coloring choices made by the campaign. The brochure
mailer, other yard signs, bumper stickers, etc. make ample use of
the simplistic yet malleable red, white, and blue coloring. Color
becomes a contestation for candidates to vie for the patriotic
identity of themselves and their platforms. At stake is the meaning
Communication Design Quarterly, 8.4 2020

of what it means to be an American. By employing national
colors in advertising materials, candidates implicitly associate
their messaging with patriotism. Uses of color are buoyed by the
historical association of red, white, and blue with the flag as well
as the explicit picturing of flags in candidate photos such as what
is depicted in Figure 2. This use of coloring and visual imagery is
effective because of the affective attachment that those invested in
patriotic ideology have to the combination of red, white, and blue
especially when it comes to politics. The public wants to elect a
patriot and other color choices, although they may help a candidate
stand out, may dissociate the candidate from patriotism.
The ideologies of neoliberalism, law and order, and heteropatriarchy
> which is
are linked together by the coloring ideograph of <
featured prominently throughout Coray’s (and many others past and
present) campaign messaging. Patriotism is a powerful ideological
commitment even though its meaning is often contested. In Coray’s
formulation of ideographs, being American means a commitment to
market logic, heavy handed policing, and the nuclear family. Color
helps make the argument that Coray is a patriot and her platform
is patriotic. However, patriotism is also a violent ethno-nationalist
ideology rooted in imperialism, white supremacy, classism,
and patriarchy. Politicians who rely on the rally around the flag
effect in American politics must be challenged on the incredibly
problematic implications of patriotic identification. Otherwise,
there is a mutually reinforcing effect of nationalistic constituent
beliefs and candidate messaging constructs that will continue to

Figure 7: Coray for Congress business card. Bobbie Coray
Papers (USU_COLL MSS 422, Box 4, Folder 2). Utah State
University Merrill-Cazier Library Special Collections &
Archives.
promote ethnocentric attitudes, values, and behavior among the
American electorate.

TAKEAWAYS FOR PRACTITIONERS,
EDUCATORS, AND SCHOLARS
In this article, I set out to accomplish three goals:
1)

Explore PxTC as a sphere of inquiry for communication
design scholars.

2)

Demonstrate the ideographic power of communication
design in order to encourage practitioners to be cognizant of
the ideologies they design for.

3)

Make a case for studying the genre of electioneering
technology.
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As explained in this text, PxTC focused research is not new—it
is an existing trend of technical communication work that I argue
could benefit from more formal recognition and coherence. In
the process of naming and exploring PxTC in the context of
communication design, I hope to invite more inquiry into the role
that our field can play in electoral politics. Practitioners are already
doing political communication design work, but as I hope this
case study demonstrates, technical communication educators and
scholars can aid in fomenting ideologically aware communication
design practices. Democratic electoral politics would benefit
from the rhetorical expertise and unique skillsets of technical
communicators and the discipline would benefit from formalizing
such an interdisciplinary commitment. Additionally, encouraging
increased student engagement with electoral politics pairs well
with programmatic commitments to social justice.
The final important task of this article is to extend the genredefining work of Dorpenyo & Agboka (2018), who effectively
characterize the technical communication properties of election
technology, which is primarily concerned with the administration
of elections. In contrast, electioneering technology is concerned
with the performance of partisan advocacy during elections, a
distinction that offers novel routes for future PxTC inquiry. More
scholarly attention should be attuned to the communication design
of electioneering technology in order to better understand the
persuasive connection between the messaging choices candidates
make and the adherence of electorates to those messages.
Coray’s campaign, like most contemporary campaigns, rely
on ideographs (McGee, 1980) to invoke ideological adherence
to the candidate and platform. <Jobs> invokes contestation
over liberal institutions and neoliberal economic reform in an
era marked by debates over free trade and ethnocentric fear of
foreigners undermining the stability of American employment.
<Communities> alludes to the threat of chaos held back by
overwhelmed law enforcement agencies in need of stricter, even
if harmful, law and order policies. <Families> is a dog-whistle
to Americans caught up in a moral panic that scapegoats nonnormative familial relationships to prop up heteropatriarchal values
perceived as essential to the safety and prosperity of the republic.
These ideographs are tied together through the consistent coloring
> that links Coray’s candidacy and
scheme ideograph <
platform to nationalist ideology and identity.
For practitioners, this case study highlights the importance of
ideologically aware communication design in electioneering
technology. Technical communicators working on campaigns
should take away from this text the need to be aware of how design
choices may, intentionally or not, implicate their candidates in
the pervasive problematic ideologies of an electorate. Designers
should become more cognizant of how even discrete layout and
coloring choices can buttress structural oppression by playing
on pre-existing prejudices and fears for electoral gain. Educators
should be interested in the possibilities that PxTC offers for new
emphases, tracks, and course programing. Indeed, more explicit
disciplinary commitment to exploring the intersections between
politics and technical communication may help to further ground
social justice advocacy in the classroom. Finally, for scholars, this
case study theorizes new interdisciplinary possibilities for PxTC
work, especially in analyzing and teasing out the implications of
election and electioneering related technologies. There is critically
important work to be done on behalf of Democracy and our field
has a significant role to play if it so chooses. PxTC research can
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inform PxTC advocacy to improve electoral outcomes and make
material gains in the struggle for social justice, so let’s get to work.
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ABSTRACT

In this essay, we propose a hack of existing models of environmental
risk communication so that they will better address Anthropocene
risks. We focus our discussion on a key area of risk communication:
environmental risk visualization (ERV). Drawing on socialconstructionist theories of risk and our own research on ERVs,
we assemble criteria for designing and evaluating ERVs based on
their hybrid collectivity—meaning their ability to collect agents
around themselves over time and across traditional Modern divides
between human/nonhuman, expert/nonexpert, and nature/culture.
We test the criteria on two ERVs from the 2011 Fukushima disaster
and discuss the resulting promises and challenges of an approach to
risk communication motivated by hybrid collectivity.
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INTRODUCTION

Riddled with geologic faults, Italy has a long history of seismic
activity. So, the devastating 6.3-magnitude earthquake that struck
the city of L’Aquila in 2009, while tragic, was not unexpected.
The manslaughter trial that followed, however—charging seven
scientists and a civil servant—was. This unprecedented naturalpolitical disaster sparked insightful responses from environmental
communication scholars (Alexander, 2014; DeVasto et al., 2016;
Pietrucci & Ceccarelli, 2019). Over the last decade, however, an
influx of similar cases has made it clear that L’Aquila represents not
an anomaly but a new Anthropocene norm for the environmental risk
landscape. Disasters such as Fukushima, the Great Garuda seawall
in Indonesia, Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico, the Australian fires,
and the recent coronavirus outbreak have thwarted every Modern
attempt to untangle nature from culture, science from politics.
The L’Aquila experts, in fact, insisted on treating seismic activity
solely as a technical object (e.g., magnitudes and epicenters),
repeatedly bracketing off public concerns (DeVasto et al., 2016),
but the manslaughter trial mooted these demarcation efforts. We
have no further to look than the social mediation of H1N1 (Ding,
2013), DIY radiation monitoring during the Fukushima meltdown
(Mehlenbacher, 2019; Wynn, 2017), or citizen lawsuits for climactic
negligence (Juliana v. U.S., 2015; New York v. Exxon, 2018) to
recognize that the old Modern barricades between technical and
public “spheres” of argumentation (Goodnight, 2012) have fallen
alongside those erected between the environment and politics.
The problem here for scholars and designers of environmental risk
communication (ERC) is that many of our current models, as we
will show, still take these barricades as guides to the risk landscape.
Maintaining them means continuing to envision risk’s epicenter
outside the bounds of politics (i.e., in nature or the technical sphere).
This Modern mythology, which we will discuss in more detail below,
stands to harm the communities most vulnerable to environmental
hazards in at least two ways: 1) it privileges technocratic standards
for evaluating risk, thus downplaying or excluding community
concerns (Kuehn, 1996); and, 2) it perpetuates mismatches in
chronotope (the way a community typically distributes its resources
across space and time) between expert and nonexpert communities,

mismatches that slow down risk communication when it needs
to be fast and accelerate it when it needs to take its time (Blair
et al., 2018). On this point, what Douthat (2020) argued recently
about coronavirus could have been written about L’Aquila or
any Anthropocene risk: “The exigencies of the crisis require that
experiments outrun the confidence of expert conclusions and the
pace of bureaucratic certainty” (para. 12). In other words, we keep
being caught flat-footed because we are looking the wrong way—
out into “nature” and toward expert institutions—while citizens are
dragging their mattresses out into the piazza. What good does it do
to lament that citizens are not heeding technocratic press releases
when it turns out they should not have? And when that is not how
environmental risk communication works anymore anyway, if it
ever did?
To effectively navigate these Anthropocene risk scenarios, we don’t
need to discard our current ERC models, but we do need to hack
them so they can recognize nonhuman and nonexpert agencies, and
so they can keep tempo with the development of Anthropocene
risk. According to Gunkel (2018), hacking can be understood as
“creative debugging” (p. 801), i.e., going beyond criticizing a
model to reinventing it so it can better handle new input. In this
essay, we propose such a hack of risk communication in a key
subfield: environmental risk visualization (ERV). We propose a
set of criteria for the design and evaluation of ERVs, based not
on technical standards or behavioral change in viewers but on the
principle of hybrid collectivity—meaning the ability of an ERV to
collect agents around itself across traditional Modern boundaries
separating human from nonhuman, expert from nonexpert, and
science from politics—with an eye toward the robustness of these
collectives over time and the empowerment of the most vulnerable
agents. We test the criteria on two sample ERVs from the
Fukushima reactor meltdown and discuss the resulting promises
of and challenges for an approach focused on hybrid collectivity.
We should also try to be clear about what we are not doing in this
essay. We are not performing an exhaustive review of models of
ERC to demonstrate the ways in which they have individually
and collectively failed to fully account for Anthropocene risk
situations; we are not proposing in their stead a new model that
fixes those flaws. In other words, we are not trying to play the
existing game better. We believe that game to be fundamentally
unwinnable because its rules depend on Modern discriminations
that do not hold true anymore, if they ever did, and that were made
in large part to secure the privilege of their authors (Haraway, 2013;
Harding & Nicholson, 1996). They have served that purpose nicely
for more than 200 years, apportioning environmental risks and
their impacts unequally among communities on this earth to the
benefit of some and the harm of many more (Zinn, 2016, p. 392).
If we want to change that apportionment, we need to play a new
game. Although we do not pretend to know all the rules of this
new game yet, we believe that emerging theories of Anthropocene
risk tell us at least this much—that we win not when we design an
ERV that persuades its viewers to modify their behavior in time to
avoid the worst impacts of an impending environmental crisis, but
rather when we design an ERV that successfully rallies a collective
of humans and nonhumans to care for each other in an ongoing
way. In other words, we win if and when our ERVs promote hybrid
collectivity.
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FROM MODERN RISK TO
ANTHROPOCENE RISK

The notion of risk is an essentially Modern one. Before
Enlightenment, rationality secured its grip on governmentality
and policymaking; what we now think of as environmental risks
were treated more like what we call hazards—threats coming from
outside the range of human control (Zinn, 2016). The sociologist
Max Weber has detailed the ways in which a combination of
scientific and economic rationality transformed the environment
from an alien force into an opportunity for capitalization—via the
power of statistical models (1919/1946, p. 139). To hack an old
saying, while hazard is just danger, risk is danger plus opportunity.
And over the last 200 years, ever more sophisticated models have
developed to calculate environmental risks and opportunities as
interactions of likelihoods and impacts (Fischhoff, Watson & Hope,
1984).
Climate change posed an essential challenge to these Modern
models, which depended crucially on the Enlightenment
“purification” of the natural world from the human one (Latour,
2012). While Modern models saw nature as entirely calculable and
under human control, it remained distinct from the domain of culture
just as the Object was divorced from the Subject by Enlightenment
philosophy. Climate change, more than any other development in
the late-Modern world, has blurred those barriers—and broken
the models based on them. How do you measure the likelihood of
a hurricane while you are actively putting a thumb on the scale?
How do you determine its impact when the infrastructure you are
building is actively multiplying it? More importantly, continuing
to treat the environment as capital while disavowing the hazards
generated in the course of that capitalization “omit[s] consideration
of power, equity, ethics and justice” (Keys et al., 2019, p. 667).
These arguments are likely familiar to readers of Communication
Design Quarterly (CDQ), who have read the body of post-critical
theory from science studies and science communication that rejects
Modern distinctions between nature and culture, subject and object,
human and nonhuman (cf. Haraway, 2013; Latour, 2013; Mol, 1999;
Shapin & Schaffer, 1985); as well as the related distinction between
expert and nonexpert (cf. Jasanoff, 2003; Rip, 1986; Wynne, 1992)
in order to move toward more distributed or posthuman models of
agency in science and science communication.
The field of risk studies is now exploring a related move from
Modern to Anthropocene models. According to Keys et al. (2019),
Anthropocene risks:
1.

Originate from, or are related to, anthropogenic changes in
key functions of the Earth system (such as climate change,
biodiversity loss, and land-use change)

2.

Emerge due to the evolution of globally intertwined socialecological systems, often characterized by inequality and
injustice

3.

Exhibit complex cross-scale interactions, ranging from local
to global, and short-term to deep-time (millennia or longer),
potentially involving Earth-system tipping elements (p. 668)

As an example of an Anthropocene risk, Keys et al. (2019) point
to the displacement of coastal residents by sea level rise (SLR).
An estimated 10% of the world’s population, including many of its
poorer citizens, live within the zone expected to be flooded by rising
seas over the next 80 years at the present pace of anthropogenic
global warming (p. 671). For nations attempting to calculate
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SLR risk so they can mitigate or adapt to it, the risk scenario is
complicated by the interconnectedness of socio-economic and
environmental systems—most notably the near certainty that
insurance companies will stop insuring property in these zones
at some cut-off point, thereby accelerating the timetable of
inland migration and multiplying the impacts of SLR on the most
vulnerable inhabitants of coastal megacities. Keys et al. stress the
need for new and more complex models to address Anthropocene
risk scenarios like these. Zinn (2016) similarly calls for the
development of new risk models, locating the most promise in
“ecosystem design” models (p. 390) that will obligate governments
and economies to “love [their] monsters” (Latour, 2011), building
sustainable socio-environmental configurations from the rubble of
market-driven environmental solutions.

MODELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL RISK
COMMUNICATION

In line with the trend articulated above, models for risk
communication in general, and environmental risk communication
(ERC) in particular, have largely shifted away from Modern
models of risk and are on the cusp of developing an Anthropocene
orientation. The first phase of ERC models were based on the
Process model of risk communication (Berlo, 1960), which
assumed a one-way flow of communication from nature, through
technical instruments and models, to an expert sender, to non-expert
receivers: models in this school include Hazard/Outrage (Sandman,
1993), Social Amplification of Risk (Kasperson et al., 1988), and
Crisis Communication (Coombs, 2007). These very Modern models
of risk were gradually discarded by scholars of environmental
risk in favor of Social Constructionist models (Waddell 1996),
which frame risk as coproduced between expert and nonexpert
communities, communication as cyclical and dialogic, and political
agency or power as a key determinant of the communication
process. This phase of risk communication dates from Rogers et
al.’s (1981) Convergence Communication model, which stressed
stakeholder participation in the crafting of risk communication,
and includes the National Research Council’s risk framework
(1996), the Social Network Contagion model (Scherer & Cho,
2003), and the Critical Rhetorical approach (Grabill & Simmons,
1998).1 An example of a typical social-constructionist approach
to ERC can be found in Waddell’s (1996) study of international
water regulation in the Great Lakes region. The study concluded
that although technocratic approaches to water quality maintenance
were privileged in the water commission’s deliberations, citizen
concerns influenced the commission’s final recommendations—in
particular a controversial recommendation—to ban chlorine, which
was heavily and unsuccessfully lobbied against by industry.
While social-constructionist models of ERC handle the dynamics
of Anthropocene risk much better than do one-way models, as
will be seen below, they still exhibit some Modern tendencies that
limit their application. One of these tendencies is to perpetuate a
focus on human agents and agency in ERC in ways that blinker the
model when it comes to the communicative agency of nonhumans.
None of the models cited above, and no social-constructionist
ERC model that we know of, imputes significant communicative
agency to nonhumans; meanwhile, as a case like L’Aquila shows,
nonhuman agents are frequently the ones to fire the starting pistol,
so to speak, on the risk communication race via tremors, gas
emissions, changes in water color or clarity, or the sudden silence
of birdsong. For instance, the Waddell (1996) analysis creates a
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category for “ecocentric” rhetorical appeals as distinct from
“homocentric” appeals. But ecocentric appeals are defined as those
made by human communicators “for the protection of biodiversity
as an end in itself” (p. 154), thus placing Waddell’s treatment of
nonhumans squarely in the Modern tradition of othering nature
as an object “in need of protection” by human agents “against
technological and economic developments” (Zinn, 2016, p. 385).
As the wider field of social-constructionist approaches to science
communication turns increasingly toward posthuman theories that
distribute communicative agency across assemblages of humans
and nonhumans (see Graham, 2015; Herndl & Cutlip, 2013;
Johnson & Johnson, 2018), ERC lags behind.
Second, social-constructionist models still exhibit the limitations
of Modern models when it comes to what Keys et al. (2019) call
“complex cross-scale” relationships, and what Jordynn Jack and
others call chronotopes (Jack, 2006). Social-constructionist studies
of risk situations tend to be done historically/archivally, following
the dominant chronotope of academia. In the relatively few cases
in which these studies are performed interventionally, in real time,
they tend—as Waddell’s study did—to follow the chronotope
of technocratic risk management: from Environmental Impact
Statement to public hearing to status report to delisting; from protest
to PR release to lawsuit to settlement; etc. There are good reasons
for scholars to adopt the technocratic chronotope: the opening
and closing of the risk situation are easy to identify, bookended
with official documents that lend themselves to traditional textual
analysis. Nevertheless, this tight, technocratic framing of the
risk situation sets up a conflict with the fundamental allegiance
of social-constructionist models to the coproduction of risk
communication between expert and nonexpert stakeholders. To put
the problem baldly, coproduction is slow while technocratic risk is
fast. This mismatch in chronotope pressures social-constructionist
approaches to ERC back toward a one-way or process model of risk
communication. As Roth (2012) explains in his discussion of the
challenges facing coproductive risk models: “Risk communication
is often still a one-way communication process. Largely due to the
sheer complexity and ambiguity of many contemporary risk issues,
participative risk communication is wishful thinking in most
instances” (pp. 4–5). This is a problem for a program whose raison
d’etre was involving more stakeholders in risk communication to
promote equity and justice.
These agentive and chronotopic problems by no means invalidate
social-constructionist models of ERC: in fact, these models still
meet most of Keys et al.’s (2019) criteria for valid approaches
to Anthropocene risk and thus represent a major step away from
Modern risk in the right direction. Accordingly, instead of rejecting
social-constructionist models of ERC, we propose to hack them to
make them more sensitive to the posthuman agency and chronotopes
of Anthropocene ERC. As there is no way to hack each and every
model—nor is there likely only one way to perform such a hack—
we restrict ourselves to proposing criteria for a successful hack of
ERC models. And we narrow our focus to a key subfield of ERC,
environmental risk visualization (ERV). We will, however, apply
our new criteria to two ERVs from the Fukushima meltdown as a
first test of their ability to account for scenes of Anthropocene risk.

ENVIRONMENTAL RISK VISUALIZATION

Risk visualization, which is “the systematic effort of using images
to augment the quality of risk communication along the entire risk
management cycle,” plays a central role in environmental risk
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communication (Eppler & Aeschimann, 2009). Such visuals include
static displays of quantitative information, illustrations, maps, and
interactive technologies. For example, in the context of ERC, one
might find a time-series showing the projected amplification of
environmental risks such as radiation concentrations or sea-level
rise. Agencies like FEMA (2015) are increasingly advocating for
ERV, claiming that people understand, remember, and are more
persuaded by visual data than text (International Federation of
Red Cross, 2011; FEMA, 2015). The ubiquity of ERVs in risk
communication thus renders them an ideal site for our first attempt
at hacking ERC for the Anthropocene.
Previous scholarship on ERV has covered multiple aspects of the
practice. Some studies have developed new visualization techniques
to try to improve environmental risk communication (Lickiss &
Cumiskey, 2019; Scott & Cutter, 1997; Shaw et al., 2009; Stephens
& Richards, 2020). Others have generated frameworks for
producing effective ERVs from a combination of technical criteria
(e.g., uncertainty regimes) and communicative criteria (e.g.,
audience analysis) (Kostelnick et al., 2013; Rawlins & Wilson,
2014; Roness & Lieske, 2012). ERVs have also been evaluated in
terms of their ability to create behavioral changes in viewers, such
as understanding, retention, and post-hoc risk avoidance (Bostrom
et al., 2008; Doyle, 2009; Eppler & Aeschimann, 2009). Still others
have critiqued their power dynamics and the ways ERVs may
contribute to inequitable distribution of agency in risk situations
(Barton & Barton, 1993; Schneider & Nocke, 2014; Spoel & Den
Hoed, 2014; Walker, 2016). Finally, ERVs have been leveraged as
experimental probes to elicit attitudes toward environmental risk
(von Hedemann et al., 2015; Larson & Edsall, 2010; O’Neill &
Nicholson-Cole, 2009).
Our own scholarship on ERVs has fallen primarily into the
categories of rhetorical-critical analysis and evaluations of
“effectiveness.” One of us (DeVasto) has focused on seismic
risk visualizations, using a mixed-methods data visualization
approach to examine agency and risk engagement. These visuals
overwhelmingly configured people as passive, thus discouraging
the danger-reducing action they sought to generate. Visuals that
reflected the complexity of the situation (e.g., depicting multiple
pathways for action, a heterogeneous assemblage of actants) were
more likely to configure people as having agency. Additionally,
infrastructure was found to be a fairly connected actant, often with
reciprocal relationships, pointing to interventional possibilities
(DeVasto, 2018).
The other of us (Olman, fka Walsh) has primarily focused on
climate risk visualizations, using critical-rhetorical methods. The
main findings here are that climate risk visualizations, due to their
synoptic or “god’s eye” perspective, are functionally disabling to
nonexperts, who feel helpless in the face of global-historical trends
(Schneider & Walsh, 2019); that these risk visualizations end up
being arguments about people as much as they are arguments about
climate (Walsh, 2013, 2014); and finally, that a more enabling
perspective can be discovered in some non-Western climate-risk
visualizations, such as Australian Aboriginal paintings of Country,
which configure environment and people as part of a continuous,
active collective (Walsh, 2018).
What we have determined through our own work, and the previous
scholarship on ERVs, is that they wield rhetorical agency on a
par with human rhetors’. Like other forms of visual rhetoric,
they circulate, persuade, coalesce publics, and galvanize political
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action—often quite independently of their designers’ intentions
(Edbauer, 2005). Because of this independence, we also concluded
that evaluating ERVs by technical standards of visual literacy—
which all of the studies cited above do, including ours—ignores
many facets of their rhetorical agency.
While multiple studies aim to assess and increase nonexpert
STEM visual literacy (Bucchi, 2016; Richards, 2019; Stephens et
al., 2015; Trumbo, 2006; Walsh, 2018; Walsh & Ross, 2015), the
unstated assumption behind this work is that nonexperts should
come to understand and engage with uncertainty and risk in the
same way that technical experts do. The acquisition of technical
visual literacy is undoubtedly beneficial for nonexperts; however,
there are problems with judging the rhetorical effectiveness of
ERVs by this acquisition in a scene of Anthropocene risk.
First, this evaluation regime locates literacy at the level of the
individual, not the community; meanwhile, risk is a collective
phenomenon (Beck, 1992) with vectors well outside individual
control. Placing the burden of risk assessment and mitigation on the
individual plays into neoliberal strategies for shifting power (and
funding) away from public collectives and toward the market and
the consumer (Wisner, 2001); if we need a graphic illustration of
the disastrous effects of these strategies, we have no further to look
than the nearly 200,000 (at this writing) lives, and the many more
livelihoods, lost to the coronavirus outbreak in the U.S. (SaadFilho, 2020).
Second, producing, understanding, and evaluating ERVs only
through the lens of expert values perpetuates and extends Modern
insensitivities to the power imbalance between “experts” and
“nonexperts” in risk situations (Waddell, 1995; Zinn, 2016). New,
more reciprocal relationships and dialogues are needed among
stakeholder communities to manage cascading risk situations like
climate change (Roth & Barton, 2004). We need our models to
treat risk at a collective level and to recognize a wider spectrum of
expertise in the making and using of ERVs. This is not to say that
current ERVs, particularly interactive ones, do not work effectively
to mitigate the worst impacts of environmental disasters on their
target audiences; they do. But ERVs do a lot more than that, and we
want to expand our evaluation regime accordingly.

HACKING SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONIST
MODELS OF RISK COMMUNICATION
FOR THE ANTHROPOCENE

These conclusions from our work on ERVs are significantly
supported in social-constructionist models of risk communication
and science communication. Historically, the Convergence
Communication paradigm was the first to acknowledge that the
Modern chronotope of risk did not synchronize with risk situations
as they were actually occurring. Risk communication couldn’t
just be a fast broadcast; it also had to be a slow dialogue between
expert and nonexpert communities. And it couldn’t be one-off; it
needed to be iterative, until these communities could converge on
a common solution based on shared values. It couldn’t be linear; it
needed to be cyclical in order to respond to cascading global risks
(Beck, 1992; Rogers et al., 1981). Waddell’s (1995) analysis of riskcommunication models called the Modern models “Jeffersonian”
and advocated replacing them with a social-constructionist approach
that would treat values and data from nonexperts on the same level
as expert input to environmental-risk solutions. In a related vein,
the Social Network Contagion model (Scherer & Cho, 2003) has
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suggested that risk communication be evaluated by metrics other
than technical standards—namely, by the strength and frequency
of social ties it helps generate between experts and nonexperts.
This work, along with Social Trust research (Cvetkovich & Winter,
2001), locates successful risk communication in its ability to foster
ongoing relationships among agents across Modern divides. We
find this work closest to an Anthropocene orientation.
These conclusions from risk communication also resonate with
second-wave arguments in science communication, which sought
to erase Modern boundaries between expert and nonexpert
communities in the communication of technical information for
the public good. Rip (1986) argued that controversies, particularly
those occasioned by technological advancements or accidents,
provided crucial opportunities for “social learning,” or the
widening of the accepted body of societal knowledge. As in the
cases of bans on smoking and DDT, this learning would be “robust”
to the extent that its knowledge claims created an “articulation”
between scientific and public communities and “consolidate[d]”
that articulation through consensus (pp. 353–354). In related
work, Bill Kinsella (2005) claimed that a sender/receiver model of
science communication obscured the wider political and economic
network that conditioned individual agency, and that we needed to
update our notions of rhetorical agency as a result.
These models and their supporting arguments rightly emphasize
the networked nature of risk and the role of hegemonic power
in creating an unequal distribution of resources and protection
across the risk network. They also emphasize coproduction
and shared chronotopes of risk between expert and nonexpert
(even if in practice, the models tend to revert to sender/receiver
models, as noted above). The major remaining obstacle to using
social-constructionist models to handle Anthropocene risk is their
emphasis on human agency. Nevertheless, it proves to be a relatively
simple hack to get these models to make space for nonhumans, by
leveraging another social-constructionist concept: Latour’s (1999;
2005) “hybrid,” from his critiques of the Modern Constitution.
Latour is deeply interested in risk. Environmental, cultural, and
economic risk situations in West Africa, among other sites, inspired
him to develop his critique of Modernity, which can be summarized
as follows: The Modern Constitution stipulates the “purification”
of culture from nature, subject from object, all the time but most
intensely in situations of risk.2 Modern technoscientific practices
were founded and have developed on this principle. However,
since “nature,” “culture,” and the rest are not real categories, our
technoscientific attempts to sort real phenomena into those ideal
boxes (i.e., “purification” attempts) end up ironically proliferating
nature/culture hybrids. A quick illustration should assist readers for
whom this dynamic is not familiar: to try to purify our food from
rot, we created refrigeration, which translated our initial hybrid
dilemma into a second—the nature/culture hybrid of the ozone
hole, which we then tried to purify by removing CFCs from the air,
creating the nature/culture hybrid of the Montreal Protocol, which
led to a string of international protocols, which made lawsuits like
NY v. Exxon possible, etc. In sum, attempts to segregate nature
from culture, science from politics, always result in the proliferation
of more hybrids of those two categories—because according to
Latour, it is the hybrids (not the categories) that are real.
Latour’s theory of hybridity has already been applied to risk
communication on a limited basis. Walsh and Walker (2016)
meshed Latour’s theory with Goodnight’s (1982, 2012) spheres
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theory to demonstrate that risk itself is hybrid because the
uncertainties underpinning it are an admixture of technical, public,
and personal arguments. For example, citizens weigh technical
estimates of coronavirus transmission against their own personal
commitments, and public policies, in order to make risk assessments
about traveling. Since these risk decisions are hybrid decisions,
communicating them must necessarily be a hybrid process, the
authors reasoned.
By hacking social-constructionist models with the above treatments
of hybridity, we are able to: 1) add specific places for nonhumans
in risk networks; and 2) recognize that any risk communication or
risk assessment hybridizes many types of uncertainty—technical,
personal, and/or public uncertainties at a minimum.
At this point, we are ready to state our criteria for a new model
for producing and evaluating ERVs—one based on the principle of
hybrid collectivity.

HYBRID COLLECTIVITY AS A NEW
METRIC FOR ERVS

Based on previous scholarship, we are proposing criteria to evaluate
ERVs based on their hybrid collectivity, that is, their ability to build
robust and equitable networks across Modern divides imposed
between scientific/public, expert/nonexpert, and human/nonhuman
communities. We’ll first unpack the terms in this definition and then
list the criteria that operationalize it. Finally, we’ll demonstrate the
criteria in action by evaluating two Fukushima-related ERVs.
We take the term “robust” from Rip’s (1986) work on social
learning; roughly equivalent to the way other scholars use the
word “resilient,” it indicates the ability of a network “articulation”
to persist over time and in the face of perturbation. We adopted
“equitable” from rhetorical-critical social-constructionist work
on risk, which assumes both that risk is automatically distributed
inequitably across a network due to hegemonic power, and that it is
the responsibility of democratic actors (and their theories) to try to
equalize this distribution. “Modern” we take from Latour’s critique
as previously discussed. “Collective” we also take from Latour,
highlighting the heterogeneity of the agents that can assemble in
moments of alliance or resistance; collective is thus different from
“polity” or “community,” key rhetorical terms that imply a level of
homogeneity and strategic recognition. Risk collectives certainly
may persist but are by definition ad hoc and heterogeneous.

Criteria

These terms already suggest the ways we have borrowed from the
work reviewed above, but here we formalize them into criteria
for hybrid collective ERVs. While some general examples are
included within the brief discussion of each criteria, we will use the
discussion of the Fukushima ERVs in the next section to provide
more detailed, extended examples.
● Configure rich, diverse collectives. Whether within
or to the visual itself (Gries, 2015), ERVs with high hybrid
collectivity exhibit many connections to other agents across
Modern divides between expert, nonexpert, and nonhuman
communities. They may do this work diachronically as well
as synchronically; i.e., a high-scoring ERV might represent a
variety of relationships between humans and nonhumans; or,
it might collect diverse stakeholders over time as it circulates
through media and from crisis to crisis. This criterion corrects
previous biases toward expert human communities in ERV.
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It also addresses chronotopic issues with previous models by
configuring risk not as a crisis to be resolved quickly but as the
very engine of ongoing collectivity, and by removing Modern
barriers that often slow down or stop communication. Note
that removing Modern barriers does not remove the need to
adapt expert assessments for nonexpert communities, nor does
it suddenly make nonexpert assessments as technically valid
as expert ones. As we will show, it simply removes essentialist
a priori assumptions about community membership.
● Encourage collective-scale responses. Many ERVs
visualize risk either as utterly beyond human intervention
(e.g., the “burning world” type climate-change maps
(Mahony and Hulme, 2012)) or as an individual burden (e.g.,
FEMA’s “Earthquake Home Hazard Hunt” infographic).
But addressing the kinds of hybrid, entangled problems
outlined at the beginning of this article “requires reciprocal,
collaborative, and embedded action from a wide variety of
stakeholders”(DeVasto et al., 2019, p. 45). ERVs with high
hybrid collectivity depict risk at the level at which an existing
political collective can take appropriate action (i.e., city
council, water authority, nation state), allowing the individual
to orient themselves coherently and productively toward
nonhuman agencies (e.g., “My house is/is not in the flood
plain”) and to human agencies (e.g., “I can check the NWS
Facebook page for updates on river levels.”). This criterion
corrects the tendencies of ERVs either to shift responsibility
up so high or down so low that the collectives actually
responsible or liable for political action are rendered invisible.
Note that hybridly collective ERVs do not negate individual
human agency; they amplify it by articulating it to relevant
nonhuman and expert collectives.
● Balance and integrate synoptic and analytic
perspectives. As mentioned above, many ERVs employ a
paralyzing synoptic or “god’s eye view” of the risk situation
(Barton & Barton, 1993; O’Neill & Nicholson-Cole, 2009).
One solution is to include analytic views of risk, which break
down the situation into its component parts (Barton & Barton,
1993). While the analytic mode is not by itself an antidote
to the synoptic (Foucault, 2008; Walsh & Prelli, 2017), it
helps viewers reorient themselves as a first step towards
taking action and increases the apparent complexity of the
situation, thus potentially expanding sites for agency. ERVs
with high hybrid collectivity balance and integrate analytic
views alongside synoptic views via methods such as allowing
rescaling global views of risk to local ones or inspection of
source data.
● Display a balanced uncertainty profile. As Walsh and
Walker (2016) point out, risk lives in the interstices between
types of uncertainty. ERVs with high hybrid collectivity
thus invoke multiple uncertainties. They address technical
uncertainty by displaying probabilities and confidence
intervals around projections; they also represent personal,
social, political, and economic uncertainties, as appropriate.
For example, an ERV with high hybrid collectivity might
map the risk of infrastructure breakdown in the event of
an earthquake to typical morning commute routes to help
nonexperts develop meaningful connections between
technical and personal uncertainties. This criterion addresses
previous biases toward technical uncertainties as the standard
for effective risk communication.
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● Support symmetry among agents. Latour (2005) defines
symmetry in a network roughly as the ability of each node
to push back against the others. Under the rubric of hybrid
collectivity, the rhetorical goal of technical experts shifts
from getting nonexperts to cooperate in a crisis to building
and maintaining a collective with nonexperts and nonhumans
that manages risk in an ongoing way. ERVs that support this
goal foster a give-and-take relationship across the collective.
They do this by representing nonexpert and nonhuman agents,
their relevant claims about reality, and their relevant concerns,
priorities, and values—even when doing so may render the
ERV less portable outside the risk situation. For example,
Australian Aboriginal paintings of “Country” in the Paruku
Project richly rendered the results of climate-change research
with environmental scientists for local land custodians but
were only legible as art for outside polities (Morton et al.,
2013). What matters is that ERVs support what the most
vulnerable or affected local community wants to do, not
necessarily what removed technocratic agencies want. This
criterion corrects power imbalances in risk communication,
particularly between privileged technical and vulnerable
nonexpert and nonhuman communities.
These criteria may appear to function as a bit of an assortment,
but when we examined them together, we found they realized the
concept of “usefulness” for ERVs. Importantly, “usefulness” is
not “usability.” As Mirel (2004) distinguishes the two concepts,
“usefulness—doing better work—is not the same thing as using
an application more easily” (p. xxxi). ERVs are thus “useful” when
they go beyond being functional (e.g., having a self-evident color
scheme) to “enabl[ing] citizen collaboration, work, or action” and
“accommodat[ing] the kinds of multiple explorations that complex
problem solving requires” (Simmons & Zoetewey, 2012, pp. 251,
271). Useful ERVs engage, represent, and support the interests of
diverse agents, especially those most vulnerable to risk situations
who are habitually left out of deliberation over those situations, and
who may have “different aims than those envisioned for them by
designers” (Simmons & Zoetewey, 2012, p. 252); crucially, these
include nonhuman agents. ERVs are thus “useful” to the degree
that they move beyond facilitating passive consumption or even
individual action to strengthening collectives—particularly across
Modern divides. What hybrid collectivity offers that the concept
of usefulness does not is a shift of focus from the “useful” ERV to
the collective that it rallies. Hybrid collectives are what we need to
manage Anthropocene risk so that it may become less a function of
disaster and more a function of dialogue.
One more note on the criteria before proceeding: they may at first
blush elicit the same critique levied against second-wave riskcommunication models—namely, that our suggested hacks flatten
important distinctions between technical and public spheres, to the
point where our framework cannot distinguish between the validity
of an ERV generated by an oil-funded think tank and one generated
by the UN IPCC (Ceccarelli, 2011). However, we have inserted a
safeguard against this kind of political indiscriminacy by requiring
“trust”—i.e., the requiring that hybrid collectives formed around
ERVs link experts and nonexperts in resilient configurations.
Nonexperts need expert information: a miscalculated risk
assessment of smoke or seismic activity can result in personal
injury and accidents impacting community well-being. For these
reasons, nonexperts want to draw experts into their networks. By
offering useful ERVs, experts can answer this invitation, widening
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their social bandwidth and building trust, which in turn increases
the likelihood that nonexperts will be more receptive to future
expert assessments (Covello et al., 2001). Simultaneously, experts
can widen their technical bandwidth and build the robustness of
their projections with crowd-sourced data, as is the case in the
ever-increasing number of citizen-science projects (1,500 at last
count on citizenscience.org). These exchanges strengthen the social
connections within the collective, making it more nimble, adaptive,
and resilient to risk.

Criteria Operationalized

Although the criteria we have proposed do not constitute a fullyfledged model for evaluating and creating effective ERVs, they
sketch a framework that we can test by applying it to a case. That

case is the meltdown of the Fukushima Daiichi reactor in March
2011. We cannot offer a complete analysis here. Rather, we sketch
out what an evaluation of ERVs based on hybrid collectivity instead
of on traditional visual-literacy standards would look like.
In what follows, we compare two sample ERVs from the risk
situation surrounding Fukushima: 1) a traditional set of figures from
the first major scholarly assessment of radiation contamination by
scientists from the University of Tokyo (Yasunari et al., 2011);
and 2) the main map from Safecast, a crowdsourced project that
began as an effort to gather finer-grained radiation contamination
information than the Japanese government was providing in the
months following the meltdown. The more traditional figures from
the PNAS article are a series of static heat maps that visualize

Figure 1: Figure 3 from Yasunari et. al. (2011) (left); screen capture of main map from Safecast (right).
Table 1: Summary Evaluation of PNAS and Safecast ERVs using Hybrid Collectivity framework
Criterion

PNAS score

Safecast score

Configure rich, diverse collectives

Low: primarily expert communities with High: Explicit cross-over between expert
some pick-up by nonexperts on Twitter
and nonexpert communities through Geiger
counters and validation studies; also, stated
commitment to equity and diversity

Encourage collective-scale responses

Low: Nation-state framing limits collective High: Crowdsourced; collective stable
agency
enough to transition to mapping coronavirus
testing

Balance and integrate synoptic and analytic Mid: PNAS article includes both synoptic High: Scaling function and layers integrate
views of risk
and analytic views but skewed toward interscalar viewpoints; inclusion of local data
synoptic
and stories balances synoptic perspective
Display a balanced uncertainty profile

Low: all technical uncertainty with little High: Incorporates technical uncertainty with
discussion of confidence and likelihood personal, public, and economic uncertainties
regimes
in blog posts; includes health-relevant alpha
and beta radiation measurements

Support symmetry among agents

Low: all official government data
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Mid: Centralizes nonexpert data; includes
local stories about radiation; some stories
about impacts on nonhuman beings
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the relative and total radiation deposition and soil concentrations
for Japan. The Safecast tilemap is a single-page web application,
coded by designers based in San Francisco, that uses Google Maps
to visualize and analyze the Safecast dataset (i.e., GPS-tagged
radiation data points), a dataset that now has a global reach far
beyond Japan. The online map allows users to query readings in
any location and access additional information, such as when the
readings were taken, by who, with what device. The map’s interface
has many user-customizable features, such as choices of underlay
map and the color used for displaying radiation levels.
Screen captures of both PNAS and Safecast ERVs appear
superficially similar (Figure 1). However, running them through
our framework yields quite different results (Table 1).
Here is a brief discussion of the results of the above evaluation,
criterion by criterion:
● Configure rich, diverse collectives. Both the PNAS and
Safecast ERVs recruited sizeable collectives as they were
produced and circulated, but the diversity of these collectives
differed noticeably. Both ERVs represented roughly the
same set of nonhuman agents (e.g., the reactor, radiation,
oceans) and political agencies. They recruited the Japanese
government quite differently, however—the PNAS article, as
sponsor and source of data; the Safecast website, largely as
antagonist. The PNAS article was produced by a small team
of university researchers using official governmental data and
published in a prestigious scientific journal, where it has been

cited 566 times to date on Google Scholar. It was picked up
on Twitter (946 unique Tweeters) and reported on modestly
in mainstream news media. The Safecast map was produced
with data from roughly 900 volunteers (at the end of 2016),
processed by a mid-sized team of U.S.-based programmers
and engineers. In addition to the data gathered by Safecast
volunteers, the map now includes many other openly available
radiation datasets (e.g., data from the Japanese government,
the US Department of Energy, EPA, NOAA, Geoscience
Australia), implemented as selectable layers. Safecast has
been cited roughly 500 times on Google Scholar, many of
these citations being validation studies (which generally
found the measurements to be valid). Reported in blogs,
news media, and even appearing in artistic productions and
on commercial items like t-shirts, the Safecast map has had
much wider exposure in popular media. Reflecting its equality
and mission statements, it includes stories and interviews from
locals around Fukushima about the impacts of the meltdown
on their businesses and lives.
● Encourage collective-scale responses. Here the
differences between ERVs become stark. While both
ERVs recruited scholars, the very nature of Safecast was to
encourage a collective-scale response beyond the academy.
The PNAS graphic perhaps tacitly recruited the Japanese
government as an agent of change by the nation-state scale
of its maps (though it is unclear from the visualization what
agency the government would have in stopping or removing

Figure 2: Screen capture of the Safecast Covid-19 testing map
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Figure 3: A screen capture from the Safecast map at a regional level. The sensor icons convey real-time data at a glance. Viewers
can also click on the icons to see how risk levels have changed over time in the places where they live and work.
the rainbow-colored wave of radiation sweeping across the
country) (see Figure 1). While we lack the data to speak to
the ERVs’ impact on political action in Japan, we can observe
the Safecast platform has been re-purposed to monitor global
coronavirus testing (see Figure 2).
● Balance and integrate synoptic and analytic views of
risk. The PNAS article has both synoptic and analytic modes,
however they are neither integrated, as viewers have to visually
“flip” back and forth between graphics, nor balanced, as the
preponderance of PNAS graphics are synoptic. Meanwhile,
via a zoom tool and layers, the Safecast ERV allows viewers
to move from synoptic perspectives (see Figure 1) to views
showing individual radiation readings on one side of a street
or the other; there are also icons for stationary sensors that at
a glance indicate if radiation readings are falling, rising, or
stable, and clicking on the icons provides a granular view of
these readings over time (see Figure 3).
As Safecast co-founder Sean Bonner (2011) noted, viewers need
a reference point to which they can relate new information, and
the map serves as this baseline reference. Along with the icons
for blog entries and local interviews, the Safecast ERV provides a
much more balanced and integrated synoptic/analytic profile with
the potential to provide useful information to viewers with multiple
agendas at multiple scales
● Display a balanced uncertainty profile. All uncertainties
presented in the PNAS ERV are technical, with only brief notes
about confidence and model uncertainty in figure captions.
Technical uncertainties are primarily discussed outside the
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main map in Safecast, in discussions of the validity of Geiger
counters; however, they do discuss the units and types of
radiation measured: (i.e., alpha, beta, and gamma—two of
which the government does not generally monitor but are
elsewhere credited with having significant impacts on human
health. The granularity of measurements allows viewers to
monitor radiation levels on a personal scale— at their house,
the river they fish in, or the playground of their child’s school.
The Safecast map also depicts radiation activity with greater
nuance—accounting for factors like wind and topography—
which conveys the complexity of and uncertainties regarding
radiation risk. And, significantly, Safecast incorporates
discussions of personal, public, and economic uncertainty
through the blog and interview icons on the map.
● Supports symmetry among agents. The PNAS ERVs
were made by experts for experts from expert-collected
data. Safecast is much more interesting in this regard but
not yet fully symmetrical. Nonexperts largely collect the
data, resulting in higher symmetry and input, a symmetry
increasingly promoted by expert institutions like the
International Atomic Energy Agency (Van Oudheusden,
2020, March 10). Also, as mentioned above, Safecast blog
entries, many of which are linked to on the map via icons,
represent nonexperts (see Figure 4). Blog entries do include
those from less advantaged socioeconomic classes (e.g.
smallhold farmers and shopkeepers), but more research would
be needed to determine the actual percentage of Safecast data
collectors and users who hail from vulnerable communities;
given the expense of the equipment, Safecast participation at
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the data-collection level may not be accessible to everyone.
Safecast as a nonhuman agent itself has leveraged a great
deal of circulation into new media and situations, such that
the lines between the Safecast version of Fukushima and the
real-world Fukushima are blurred for many viewers. Other
nonhuman beings—while intensely affecting and affected by
the situation—remain less well represented and advocated
for in the Safecast maps. Safecast presents little discussion
or representation of environmental impacts beyond Cesium
contamination. One blog post mentions stray or starving
animals; another references a forest fire—but in both stories
the emphasis remains on human health.
What we see from this evaluation is that our criteria are sensitive to
rhetorical and political differences between these two superficially
similar ERVs that traditional frameworks tied to visual literacy
and visual communication would miss: namely, the potential of
the ERV to circulate across Modern political boundaries, recruit a
diverse collective of agents, and empower (politicize) these agents.
While not uniformly high across all criteria, the Safecast ERV
clearly does a better job of rallying a robust and diverse collective
around the risk situation it represents.
We also see areas in which we would clearly need more information
to adequately and confidently evaluate the hybrid collectivity of
the PNAS and Safecast ERVs. Particularly for the criteria around
agent collectivity and symmetry, we need more information on the
circulation, uptake, and use of the visualizations beyond a couple of
quick searches of Google Trends and the like. Participant-observer
studies or ethnographic methods in and around the Fukushima risk
situation, and over time, would be necessary for a full evaluation

Figure 4: A screen capture of a blog entry preview geo-located
on the Safecast map. The entry is from a local woman who
describes herself as “not a technical person.”
of the hybrid collectivity of these ERVs. These methodological
requirements hint at a sea-change in the way ERVs are currently
evaluated, a change we will discuss in the conclusion.

CONCLUSION

In this essay we presented criteria for producing and evaluating
ERVs that outline a new way of thinking about “effective” risk
visualization as focused not on the visualization in question
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or an individual’s ability to comprehend it but on the way that
visualization gathers, solidifies, and equips political collectives to
manage Anthropocene risk. We tentatively named this new kind of
effectiveness hybrid collectivity. Our criteria for hybrid collectivity
were drawn from second-wave science-communication theories,
social-constructionist models of risk, and our own research. We
applied these criteria to a case—evaluating two different ERVs
of radiation risks—and found that the Safecast ERV outscored a
traditional academic ERV. This result raises some important points
for future work and reflection, particularly around hybridity and the
chronotope of evaluation.
First, the Safecast map doesn’t just connect experts and nonexperts
across Modern boundaries; it questions these boundaries. It asks, in
essence, if there is anything special about the way an engineer reads
the numbers off a Geiger counter as opposed to the way a farmer
does; the answer (as borne out in multiple validation studies of
Safecast) is not really. Through its hybridity, Safecast emphasizes
the promise of expertise—that it is a difference of degree, not of
kind: with the proper technical training and experience, anyone
may become an expert (Hartelius, 2011). This reminder is a helpful
antidote to “prophetic” views of science as accessible only to a
chosen few (Walsh, 2013). Presenting scientists as experts rather
than prophets expands common ground on which to assemble the
diverse, hybrid collectives required to manage Anthropocene risks.
Second, our evaluation highlights that the kind of rhetorical risk
assessment we are calling for cannot be done meaningfully from
an armchair, or even in a usability laboratory; the researcher must
become part of the ERV’s collective at least long enough to trace
out all relevant agential connections, to witness the ways in which
the ERV does (or does not) make itself “useful” as a member of the
collective. Ideally, the researcher would themselves have skin in
the game (e.g., being materially impacted by the risk), in order to
gain an embodied sense of whether or not an ERV strengthens its
collective, and to build solidarity with the collective. Familiar to
ethnographers, this way of working exceeds the chronotope of much
social-science and rhetorical-critical scholarship in our field, the
rhetoric of science—which tends toward asynchronous evaluation
using internal disciplinary standards for rhetorical effectiveness. In
this respect, we join others who have called for greater engagement
by communication scholars in environmental risk situations as they
unfold (Ceccarelli, 2013; Condit, 2013; Druschke, 2017; Herndl &
Cutlip, 2013; Pezzullo, 2001). We hope in future work to show how
rhetorical criticism might shift its chronotope to better synchronize
with those it purports to serve, those most vulnerable to impacts
Finally, even though we focused on ERVs as the keystone of risk
communication, we are obviously advocating for a broader change
in the production and evaluation of risk communication. We hope
that this framework can be tested in other risk-communication
situations and, through further crowd-sourced hacks, a new model
of risk communication as hybrid collectivity can emerge to help
manage Anthropocene risks. For example, the current coronavirus
outbreak provides a particularly urgent kairos—one in which all of
us quite literally have skin in the game and can apply our expertise
to help our communities. The Safecast collective is already
responding; hopefully, risk-communication scholars can join the
effort to make risk less a function of crisis and more a function of
collectivity..
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ENDNOTES

1. A thorough review of existing models of risk communication,
which is beyond the scope of this essay, can be located in
Lundgren and McMakin’s (2018) recent risk-communication
handbook (pp. 12–22) and in Waddell (1996, p. 141–144).
2. For additional discussion on purification, categorization, and
Modernity see Latour (1999; 2012) and Foucault (1972, 1994).
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Discussions about communication and education have become
focused on social justice in recent years, and with good reason.
Social justice is at the forefront of many aspects of our daily
lives in news, education, and even entertainment. As digital
rhetoricians and educators, we have found ourselves looking for
ways to work at the intersections of our field and social justice to
improve both learning experiences and networked communication
in non-academic contexts. This work is both timely and needed,
as the hierarchies and inequities experienced in “real life” often
translate to, and are amplified by, networked and digital forms
of engagement. Fortunately, Rhetoric, Technology, and the
Virtues offers an insightful and practical discussion about ethical
frameworks that contribute to our understanding of digital social
justice. Colton and Holmes persuasively argue for the value of
Aristotle’s virtue ethics, especially the idea of hexis, as a model
for empowering students, educators, and others to enact digital
social justice. As they explain, Aristotle identified virtues “such
as patience, courage, temperance, and liberality” that contribute to
ethical behavior and “are developed not solely through reason or
by learning rules but through practice of the emotional and social
skills that enable us within a community to work toward…human
flourishing and general well-being” (p. 32). An essential part of
Aristotle’s framework is hexis, a person’s disposition that has been
crafted through habit and repeated practice (p. 11). Colton and
Holmes effectively demonstrate how a virtue ethics framework can
empower individuals to take ownership of the ethical implications

of digital practices. Throughout the book, Colton and Holmes
address familiar topics in digital rhetoric ranging from captioning
(pp. 3-5, 49–73), remixing (pp. 74–94), and issues inherent in
online activism (pp. 95–126).
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The book opens by establishing the importance of examining our
ethical frameworks, providing connections between ethical models
and technologically enabled activities. After suggesting virtue
ethics as a useful alternative, Colton and Holmes use chapter three
to center hexis, the key idea that makes virtue ethics potentially
empowering. The authors suggest that many ethical frameworks
promote a “passive equality” version of social justice, especially
ethical frameworks that take an essentialist and systemic perspective,
like utilitarianism and postmodernism. Their larger argument is
that these ends-focused methods of enacting social justice uphold
normative power structures because of the implication that we as
individuals can only wait for justice to be granted by systems that
are beyond our sphere of influence. Passive equality frameworks
can be overwhelming for individuals who want to know how to act
ethically on a personal level. Colton and Holmes offer the hexis of
equality as a solution—emphasizing situated judgment in order to
enact equality without “permission” of power structures.
As the authors discuss each new topic through the lens of
virtue ethics, they insightfully map the many critiques of digital
communication and activism social critics and scholars have been
debating for decades. For digital rhetoric activists, scholars, and
instructors who are beginning to work with social justice issues,
this book may be particularly useful for thinking about what justice
means in digital communication. For activists, it reframes social
justice in a way that may combat some of the emotional fatigue
and paralysis felt when trying to solve systemic, organizational,
and political challenges by emphasizing the ethical nature of
virtuous habits. For scholars, this book applies social justice
terminology and theory while establishing a model for applying
a virtues theoretical framework to emerging questions in digital
rhetoric. And for instructors, it highlights real situations and
issues that we will encounter while helping our students learn to
navigate digital communication technologies. Colton and Holmes

effectively demonstrate how a virtue ethics framework can
empower individuals to take ownership of the ethical implications
of digital practices. Through comparisons of ethical claims,
Colton and Holmes demonstrate the limits of postmodernist and
utilitarian perspectives that emphasize holistic judgments based on
essentialist or systemic perspectives. They explain that evaluating
the ethical or humanistic value of certain activities or technologies
based on the final result or a reductive definition can result in
individualized paralysis, a sense of being complicit in and unable
to change injustice. The virtue ethics model focuses, instead, on
ethical choices in a more contextual, dare we say rhetorical, fashion
based on an understanding of virtues.
The middle chapters of the book each present readers a virtue
paired with a set of digital ethics challenges. These chapters
unpack the importance of each virtue, carefully applying it to
digital activities. In chapter four, Colton and Holmes examine
sampling and remixing through the lens of care. The heuristic of
vulnerability creates an opportunity for digital creators to develop
a hexis of care by examining who is harmed or helped through each
act of communication. They situate digital rhetoric as the overall
landscape in which digital creations are inherently tied to people
and communities. Thus, in cultivating this hexis of care, digital
rhetoricians can again enact personal instances of social justice in
their digital practices. They go on to explain how “slacktivism”
might be better understood through the virtue of generosity in
chapter five. Slacktivism cannot be compared to traditional activism
and the link between showing support for a cause on social media
and more involved forms of activism (donating, volunteering,
protesting, etc.) needs further examination. The virtue of generosity,
specifically, illustrates the ways in which digital practice can work
in harmony with offline practices of social justice. The authors
argue that developing these dispositions can have a direct effect on
how we engage with social justice issues in other tangible ways.
Chapter six further illustrates the relationship between ethics and
disposition by focusing on patience. The authors tie concerns
about environmentalism, hashtags, and outrage to habits and
dispositions. They suggest that the virtue of patience can help us
better understand the productive aspects of outrage and shaming.
Ultimately, the authors ask the reader to consider how thinking
about ethics through a virtues framework expands our options for
discussing and understanding the ethical dimensions of digital
communication practices. The authors make the important point
that multiple virtues may be at work with any set of actions and
that virtues overlap and conflict at times. Since we are moving
past a postmodern/binary approach to ethics, a virtue ethics
framework creates opportunities to address the complications
of real ethical challenges without reducing the situation or the
ethics to an essentialist definition. Their final analysis highlights
the opportunities to continue examining digital communication
through the interwoven application of virtue ethics.

them or characterize the harmful impacts these scenarios have on
people’s lives. For readers unfamiliar with the historical complexity
surrounding activism and scholarship centering disability and race,
the brevity of their descriptions may trivialize some of the moments
they invoke. For example, their discussion on Moby, Miley Cyrus,
and cultural appropriation focuses on the in-the-moment issue
of appropriation without giving space to the long-term and farreaching consequences of these acts and how they reinforce white
supremacy. For those reading without a robust background in social
justice theory and issues, it may not be easy to fill in the gaps.
While readers may want to seek additional information related to
the movements discussed throughout the book, the ways Colton and
Holmes describe the application of the virtues to digital practice
shows that they are both cognizant of the scope of the issues and
take them seriously. The shift from thinking about political, social,
and technological systems to thinking about the ethics of specific
instances of action based on the virtues, empowers readers to enact
social justice by focusing on the cultivation of ethical habits. The
authors are providing a strategy for engaging with the ethics of
activities without the paralyzing weight of larger (often flawed)
systems. Colton and Holmes have offered a thoughtful engagement
of ethics, technology, and rhetoric that goes beyond criticism
to focus on the ways individuals can make sense of complex
systems. Surely, they have established a productive foundation and
framework for scholars and educators.
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Colton and Holmes offer a timely and insightful discussion of
the ethical dimensions of numerous digital technologies and
activities. As they do so, they highlight important social issues in
ways that productively engage the scholarship of social justice.
For some readers, the treatment of social justice may feel limited
as the book’s focus on explaining the virtues only touches on the
complexity of the social issues invoked. The authors are working
at the fraught intersection of encouraging small changes that build
hexis and giving space to the larger issues. While they identify
many important ethical challenges, they do not fully contextualize
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